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Original Article

Deformation and damage evolution
of a full-scale adhesive joint between
a steel bracket and a sandwich panel
for naval application

Pankaj R Jaiswal1 , R Iyer Kumar1 , M Saeedifar2 ,
MN Saleh2, Geert Luyckx3 and W De Waele1

Abstract

The increasing interest for the application of adhesive joints in naval superstructures motivates researchers to gain an in-

depth understanding of the mechanical behaviour and failure mechanisms of these joints. This work reports on an

experimental study of the deformation behaviour and damage evolution of a full-scale multi-material joint using different

instrumentation techniques. Adhesively bonded joints of steel to sandwich panel components have been subjected to

quasi-static tensile tests during which the global deformation of the joint and local strain distributions were monitored

using digital image correlation (DIC). During one particular tensile test, fibre optic Bragg sensors (FBG) were also

applied to the specimen’s surface at different locations in order to quantify the evolution of local strains. Additionally,

acoustic emission (AE) sensors were installed in order to monitor damage initiation and evolution with increasing levels

of imposed deformation. This test showcased adhesive failure at the interface of the steel adherend and the adhesive,

while cohesive failure was observed within the adhesive and skin failure at the interface between adhesive and the

composite skin of the sandwich panel. The post-mortem observed failures modes were compared to the acoustic events

that originated during the test due to damage initiation and propagation within the joint. The evolution of the different

sensor signals, i.e. the damage expressed as cumulative AE energy and local strains measured with Bragg sensors and

DIC, are mutually compared and acceptable correlation is found.
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Introduction

Adhesively bonded joints are suggested for light-

weight structures used in the automotive and aero-

nautical sector where traditional fasteners are

discouraged as a consequence of the necessity to

join new and dissimilar materials.1 In recent years,

the use of metal-to-composite adhesive joints has

expanded in maritime industries as well. As the appli-

cation of adhesive joints possesses many desirable

mechanical properties such as high strength to

weight ratio,2 good fatigue resistance properties,3

high toughness and low-stress concentration4 etcet-

era, they received significant attention of shipbuilding

industries in the last few decades.5 However, the

integrity and damage mechanisms of adhesive joints

are significant issues in naval industries,4 and depend

on specific parameters like service conditions,

production of joint,6,7 thickness of adherend and
adhesive8,9 and environmental conditions.2

Numerous scientific studies have been conducted
with focus on the durability of adhesive joints in the
presence of water, salinity, temperature, fire and
ultraviolet radiation10 and their damage
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mechanisms.2,11–13 The results demonstrate that the
most severe damage occurs at the adhesive/adherend
interface.14 Different environmental exposure can
cause a change in the failure mode of the joint. In
order to understand the complete behaviour and fail-
ure mode of multi-material adhesive joints, one can
implement non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques
for in-situ evaluation of the damage.

Digital image correlation (DIC) is an advanced
non-contact optical technique to measure the evolu-
tion of deformation at the surface of components.
Kumar et al.15 successfully applied the technique to
analyse the evolution of peel and shear strain in single
lap adhesive joints of carbon fibre reinforced plastic
(CFRP) coupons and the evolution of zero volume
disbonds in single lap adhesive joints (SLJ) of glass
fibre reinforced composite (GFRP) coupons subjected
to tensile load.16 In both cases, bonding was per-
formed using a structural epoxy Araldite AV138.
Crammond et al.17 implemented DIC to analyse
local strains in a GFRP double butt strap joint
bonded with a structural epoxy paste Araldite 2015,
during tensile testing. They demonstrated that local-
ised strain distributions at mesoscopic scale around
the discontinuity between the adherends could be
effectively evaluated using high magnification levels.
Kashfuddoja et al.18 conducted an assessment of
thickness displacement and local strain field in the
thin adhesive layer of a single sided patch repaired
CFRP panel subjected to tensile load. DIC allowed
an accurate characterisation of global and local strain
(longitudinal, peel and shear strain) in the thin adhe-
sive layer and monitoring of damage in the patch
repaired joints.

In order to gain an in depth understanding of
adhesive and adhesive joint behaviour under different
loading conditions, several researchers have evaluated
strain using optical fibre Bragg (FBG) sensors and
correlated the results with DIC measurements.
Mulle et al.19 monitored the surface strain of a glass
epoxy sandwich structure subjected to tension by
means of FBG sensors attached to the surface with
high and low viscosity adhesive. FBG strain results
were compared to DIC measurements; the low viscos-
ity adhesive resulted in better strain measurement
than the high viscosity adhesive. Dvo�rák et al.20 com-
pared FBG, DIC and strain gauges by measuring the
strain of a carbon/epoxy composite specimen sub-
jected to a tensile test till failure. The results showed
a good agreement for all three strain measurement
techniques, with a maximum difference of 4%.
Mulle et al.21 also studied the mechanical behaviour
of thick beam type specimens subjected to three point
and four point bending tests. Several FBG sensors
were embedded at different levels of ply stack while
full-field surface strain measurement was carried out
using DIC. Longitudinal strain measurement with
DIC and FBG over the thickness of the upper part
of the specimen showed a perfect agreement between

both techniques; in the lower part of the specimen
some values differed by less than 10%. Bernasconi
et al.22 studied strain profile measurement and crack
propagation in SLJ specimens of CFRP laminates
adhesively bonded by structural epoxy Scotch Weld
9323 B/A, subjected to tensile and fatigue loadings.
FBG and strain gauges were embedded at the back
face of the adherend near the overlap region. The
results were compared with finite element simulations
and DIC results; a good agreement was found.

In recent years, the acoustic emission (AE) tech-
nique has gained popularity for damage characterisa-
tion. It is often used for online inspection of damage
and the categorisation of damage mechanisms of
bonded structures. Acoustic emission is very sensitive
to the internally generated stress waves resulting from
any change in the joint. This feature has received
attention for inspecting the failure mode of steel-to-
composite adhesive joint during mechanical tests.23,24

However, it remains a significant challenge for engi-
neers to recognise and classify the failure modes of
adhesive joints with AE. Saleh et al.23 have studied
the failure mode of a double lap adhesive joint using
AE, where a steel adherend is bonded to two CFRP
traps using both epoxy and MMA based adhesive
with an 8mm thickness. DIC was also used for con-
tinuous monitoring of the joint cross-section and for
crack detection during the tension test. A good cor-
relation between DIC and AE for damage detection
was established. Young et al.24 proposed the AE
method to detect damage for three different types of
joints; i.e. a double lap adhesive, a mechanical and a
hybrid (adhesiveþmechanical) joint. A high-speed
camera and AE signal analyser were utilised to
observe the damage and it was shown that AE
could classify the failure modes of the joints appro-
priately. Angelopoulos25 has applied AE for monitor-
ing the damage onset and subsequent evolution of a
full-scale steel-to-composite adhesive joint for a naval
structure. He studied various approaches for AE
signal post-processing and its correlation with the
evolution of damage. Manterola et al.26 proposed
AE for detection of mode-I crack growth in double
cantilever beam (DCB) specimens bonded with both
rigid and flexible adhesive. The nature of cracks could
be determined based on the correlation of AE data,
numerical models and visual observation. Moreover,
Liu et al.27 monitored mode-I and mode-II progres-
sive failure in double cantilever beam (DCB) and end
notch flexure (ENF) type composite adhesive joint
specimens using AE. Analysis of failure mechanisms
was also done using high-speed camera images and
scanning electron microscopy. The authors demon-
strated that progressive failure of the joint could be
monitored using the AE amplitude spectrum distribu-
tion; adhesive failure in mode-I and accumulation of
damage at the edge of the joint in mode-II were
observed. Xu et al.28 investigated the fracture mode
of a single lap composite adhesive joint using cluster
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analysis and combining time and frequency domain
analysis to deal with AE activity. Adhesive failure and
composite delamination in an SLJ specimen with
extreme damage was identified through wavelet anal-
ysis. Similarly, Bak et al.29 have distinguished failure
modes for three different types of SLJ specimens;
adhesively bonded, riveted and hybrid joints sub-
jected to a quasi-static tension test. It resulted in inter-
laminar shear failure in the riveted joint, in adhesive
failure, shear failure and (light) fibre tear failure for
the adhesive joint; and fibre tear failure was observed
for the hybrid joint. All dominant failure modes of
the three different joints were confirmed through fast
Fourier transformation (FFT) of the AE activity.

In order to utilise the full capacity of a multi-
material adhesive joint in shipbuilding, it is necessary
to gain a deep understanding of the damage mecha-
nisms and strain distribution in the joint. In this
paper, the evolution of deformation and damage in
an adhesive joint of a steel bracket to a sandwich
panel has been monitored using different instrumen-
tation techniques, namely acoustic emission, digital
image correlation and fibre optic Bragg sensors.
This work is part of the Qualify project of
Interreg2Seas Mers Zeeen. The main goal of the proj-
ect is to provide qualification guidelines for real scale
adhesive joints for lightweight and safe maritime
transport.30

Joint configuration and materials

The production of the full-scale adhesive joint was
done in actual shipyard conditions (Damen Schelde
Naval Shipbuilding, the Netherlands). For the final
manufacturing of the full-scale joint, a sandwich
panel was placed inside a steel profile (shipbuilding
steel AH36), and the 10mm gap in between panel and
steel flanges was filled with a two-component methyl
methacrylate (MMA) adhesive. The gap between the
bottom part of the steel and the sandwich panel was
filled with foam to avoid damage and crack initiation
due to impact loads. The full-scale adhesive joint
specimen was produced as a section with a width of
100mm cut by water jet cutting from a large shipyard
hybrid panel. The final appearance of the full-scale

adhesive joint and its global dimensions are shown
in Figure 1.

The selection of adhesive was based on its favour-
able mechanical properties like high toughness and
flexibility, shock resistance, excellent impact and
peel strength, as these are considered dominant char-
acteristics of an adhesive joint used in shipbuilding
industries.31,32 The nominal mechanical properties
of steel AH3633 and adhesive MMA34 are summar-
ised in Table 1.

Good alignment of the specimen is a dominant
factor to avoid geometrical eccentricity while apply-
ing the tensile loading. For that purpose, a suitable
fixture had to be designed and manufactured. The
upper end of the specimen is hold by employing a
knuckle pin with a double forked end, while at the
other side the specimen flange was extended to obtain
a sufficient area for gripping in the hydraulic clamps
of the testing machine. The flange was connected to
the extended steel part of the fixture by bolting and
fillet welding. The detrimental effect of stress concen-
trations due to welding has been minimised by a shot
peening operation. A schematic drawing and photo-
graph of the specimen unit fixture are, shown in
Figure 2.

Experimental procedure

Two quasi-static tensile tests have been carried out
using a servo-hydraulic testing machine MTS 810
with a 1000 kN load cell capacity. The tests were per-
formed at room temperature and a constant displace-
ment rate of 1mm/min up till complete rupture. The
first test mainly served as a trial test to evaluate the
test methodology and robustness of the fixtures.

Figure 1. Fabricated full-scale adhesive joint specimen.

Table 1. The main mechanical properties of steel and MMA
adhesive.

Property Steel (AH36) MMA

Tensile strength (MPa) 400–550 12–15

Yield stress (MPa) 350 –

Young’s modulus, E (GPa) 200 0.207–0.276

Poisson’s ratio 0.26 –

Lap Shear strength [MPa] – 16–19

Jaiswal et al. 3



The second test will be reported in detail in this paper.

As introduced above, three different NDT techniques

(i.e. DIC, FBG and AE) for strain and damage mea-

surement have been implemented. The surface strain

on the region of interest of the specimen was contin-

uously monitored by DIC. Local values of strain were

monitored and recorded by FBGs surface mounted

on the composite skin and steel part of the specimen.

The acoustic activity of the joint was recorded by

placing AE sensors on the GFRP skin and steel

part of the joint. A detailed explanation of the applied

instrumentation is presented in the following section.

Figure 3 provides a view of a mounted test specimen

and the position of AE sensors, FBG sensors and

DIC speckle pattern on the surface of the specimen.

The DAQ system of the MTS testing machine was

used to record load and crosshead displacement

data during the tests.

Digital image correlation (DIC)

DIC is a contactless optical technique to measure the

displacement of a deforming body. In this work, it is

used to quantify comprehensive surface deformation

of the bulk adhesive layer and steel material. The

stereoscopic DIC system consists of two 14 bit

high-speed digital cameras (Limess). The

resolution of both cameras is 5 MP (2452� 2054

pixels), additional lenses were mounted to achieve

the best possible resolution. VIC-Snap software

is used to acquire synchronized images from both

cameras. The speckle size was determined based

on the interest area of the specimen; the optimal

value is 0.10mm/speckle. Before the quasi-static

tensile test, DIC calibration was performed by obtain-

ing the recommended calibration score (i.e., less than

0.03 error per pixel). In total, hundreds of images

were captured at a rate of 1 picture per second

during the test. Eventually, the post-processing

of images was done by selecting a subset size of

29� 29 pixels with a step size (pitch of subset) of

7 pixels in the DIC software VIC-3D software used

for post-processing and 3D measurement of displace-

ment and strain.

Fibre optic Bragg sensors (FBG)

FBG technology is not a novelty, and FBG sensors

have been used in commercial applications for

already more than three decades. FBGs can be

applied as optical strain gauges, in surface mounted

configuration or even as an embedded sensing

Figure 2. Schematic diagram and photograph of specimen and fixture mounted in the tensile test machine. (a-Knuckle pin, b-Double
forked end, c-Alignment (centre) line, d-Fillet weld, e-Single forked end, f-Protective shield.).
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element (e.g. in composite materials). The main dif-
ference between an electrical strain gauge and an
FBG is the fact that the FBG is a passive optical
component with absolute sensor properties (i.e. no
drift in time). This means that once it is calibrated
for a specific temperature region, there is no need to
re-calibrate it, which is a major advantage once it is in
service.

The technology is based on the Bragg principle,
which is explained as follows. When sending broad-
band light in an optical fibre with Bragg grating, a
certain part of the light (‘colour’) is back reflected.
When the fibre is being elongated, the grating
period will be strained, and the refractive index of
the fibre will change as well. As a consequence, a pos-
itive Bragg peak shift is induced (‘colour change’). An
interesting aspect is the multiplexing ability of FBG
sensors. One can put more than 20 FBGs in a series
configuration in one optical fibre (or channel), with
each sensor having its unique reflected Bragg wave-
length (i.e. ‘colour’). As such a multichannel optical
interrogation system can easily monitor hundreds of
FBG sensors in one sensing network using a limited
number of optical lines.

In this work, optical fibres with FBG sensors of
8mm length were installed (by glueing) to measure
the strain at various locations on the composite
(GFRP) skin of the sandwich panel and the steel
surface of the specimen, as shown in Figure 4.

Acoustic emission (AE)

In order to capture the AE signals originated from the
joint during the tensile test, five AE sensors were
placed on the surface at pre-defined positions. As
depicted in Figure 5, three sensors were placed

at the lower part of the joint, two on the steel
sides (i.e sensors 1 and 3) and one on the foam core
(i.e sensor 2). The other two sensors were placed at
mid-height of the joint, one on the foam core (i.e
sensor 4) and the other on the GFRP skin (i.e
sensor 5).

The AE sensor used in this study was VS900-M
produced by Vallen Systeme GmbH. The operating
frequency range of the sensor was 100–900 kHz. In
order to amplify the captured signals, a pre-
amplifier with a gain of 34 dB was used. The AE
threshold and sampling rate were set to 50 dB and
2MHz, respectively. A sufficient coupling between
the sensor and the surface of the joint was achieved

Figure 3. Laboratory setup with mounted full-scale joint and applied instrumentation; DIC speckle pattern across the entire cross
section (a) and surface mounted fibre optic Bragg sensors (b) and acoustic emission sensors (c).

Figure 4. Locations of FBG sensors on composite skin (1.3)
and steel flange (front side 1.2 and 1.1) (back side 2.1 to 2.4).

Jaiswal et al. 5



using ultrasound gel. The performance of the AE

system was validated before each test by conducting

a standard pencil lead break procedure.35

Result and discussion

This section is divided into two subparts. First, the

deformation behaviour of the tensile loaded joint is

evaluated based on the DIC measurements and the

readings from the FBG sensors. Second, the AE sig-

nals are discussed and related to observed damage

during the tensile test.

Characterisation of tensile behaviour

Figure 6 shows the load-displacement curve of the

tested joint. The curve displays a linear evolution at

the start of the test; around a tensile load of 40 kN the

curve noticeably starts to deviate from a linear evo-

lution due to the viscoelastic behaviour of the MMA

adhesive. During the further evolution of the test, the

nonlinear behaviour becomes more pronounced and

displacement significantly increases at a more or less

constant load till failure. The ultimate load recorded

for this specimen was around 120 kN. The shear

strain evolution at the cross-section surface of the

specimen was obtained by post-processing DIC

images and is illustrated for five different moments

during the test, as shown in Figure 7. A general

trend of increasing deformation with increasing ten-

sile load can be observed. Image A is the initial image

just before the beginning of the test, thus correspond-

ing to zero shear strain. From a crosshead displace-

ment of 2mm (image B) both bond lines show a

significant shear strain development with the maxi-

mum values occurring at the centre of the bond lines.
In image C the damage has initiated by tearing and

debonding of the adhesive at the interface of steel and

adhesive at the top-right side of the sample. Image D

corresponds to ultimate load around 120 kN; tearing

and debonding of the adhesive at the top of the steel-

adhesive interface at both sides of the joint including

debonding of adhesive-composite interface at the left

top of the joint were observed. Finally in image E,

tearing of the adhesive and debonding at the interface

of adhesive and composite were observed at both

sides of the specimen, as well as debonding at the

steel–adhesive interface at the top right side of the

specimen. Near the end of the test the shear strain

values start to decrease due to unloading of the

joint. It can also be observed that the shear strain

pattern on image E is less uniform than the patterns

observed in images B-D. This is the result of local

damage and increased asymmetry in the loading of

Figure 5. The arrangement of the AE sensors on the joint
(Sensors 1 and 3 on steel flange, sensors 2 and 4 on foam core,
sensor 5 on GFRP skin).

Figure 6. Load-displacement curve of the full-scale adhesive
joint specimen.
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the joint lead. These observations encourage a more
detailed strain analysis.

In order to evaluate the local shear strain behav-
iour within the adhesive, individual plots of shear
stress versus shear strain for six different regions

(i.e. R0 to R5) at the surface of the adhesive are
shown in Figure 8. An inspection block method was
used to calculate the local shear strain in the adhesive
by means of DIC post-processing. The strain values
reported for R0 to R5 are the mean values of the four

Figure 7. Load-displacement curve and shear strain distribution around the bond line of the specimen at different moments during
the test.

Figure 8. Shear stress-shear strain curves for six different locations in the adhesive of the full-scale joint specimen.

Jaiswal et al. 7



corners of each inspection block. The reported
shear stress is a global value calculated as the ratio

of the applied tensile load to the sheared area of

the bond line (i.e. 2 times width multiplied by

height). An ultimate shear stress value of 5.4MPa
was calculated.

The shear strain values in the adhesive at the left

side of the joint (locations R0, R1, R2) show an iden-
tical evolution during most of the test; only close to

failure values start to diverge. The failure strains

increase from top to bottom of the bond line. This

is hypothesized to be due to the closer proximity of
R0 to the region of damage and thus partial relaxa-

tion of the stresses in the adhesive. The evolution of

shear strain values for the regions at the right side of

the joint are again similar, although not identical.

This is hypothesized to be caused by bending of the

right steel flange during the test since it is not directly

in line with the load introduction. The failure strains

at the right side (R3, R4, R5) are significantly lower

than these at the left side (R0, R1, R2).
Also, the normal strain in axial direction has been

calculated at the above mentioned regions of interest.

The normal strain values are an order of magnitude

lower than the shear strain values, demonstrating the

predominant shear loading of the adhesive.
In total, seven FBG sensors have been installed at

the front and backside of the tested joint. Six sensors

were installed on the steel flange (i.e. 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2,

2.3, 2.4) and one sensor was installed on the

Figure 9. Location of FBGs on the specimen during laboratory test.

Figure 10. Load versus normal strain profile for each FBG sensor.

8 Proc IMechE Part C: J Mechanical Engineering Science 0(0)



composite skin (i.e. 1.3). The locations of the installed

FBG sensors are shown in Figure 9.
The load versus normal strain curves have been

plotted for each FBG sensor in Figure 10. The load-

strain responses for FBG sensors 2.3 and 2.4 (i.e.

sensors mounted at the top of the front face of the

specimen) exhibit a functional coherence and both

show a linear evolution of strain till 60 kN that sub-

sequently turns into identical non-linear behaviour till

failure. Sensor 1.2, which is mounted at the top of the

back face, shows an almost identical evolution of

strain. These observations are very similar to the

load-displacement curve shown in Figure 7 and illus-

trate the perfect transfer of surface strain to the opti-

cal sensors. The load-strain responses for FBG

sensors 2.1 and 2.2 (i.e. sensors mounted at the

bottom of the front face of the specimen) are similar

to each other, but the strains remain very low during

the entire loading scheme. They also show an at first

sight unexpected evolution towards compressive

strains. This is even more pronounced for sensor 1.1

at the back of the specimen. Visual observations of

the specimen during tensile loading revealed very

severe deformation of the bend region of the steel

bracket from the first loading onwards. This is attrib-

uted to the low stiffness of the steel plates as com-

pared to the global stiffness of the specimen and due

to asymmetric geometry combined with eccentric

loading of the joint near the bottom fixture. As a

result pronounced out-of-plane bending on top of

the axial deformation near the bottom of the joint

occurred, which is hypothesized to be the root cause

of the load-strain responses observed for sensors 1.1,

2.1 and 2.2. The response obtained from the FBG

sensor 1.3 glued to the GFRP plate shows a perfect

linear evolution until failure of the specimen. Indeed,

during the entire test the very stiff GFRP plate was

only elastically deformed; failure of the joint occurred

due to plastic deformation of the steel bracket and

tearing and debonding of the adhesive.
In order to evaluate the correlation between DIC

and FBG, two inspections blocks for DIC post-

processing have been defined at the steel surface and

close to the locations of FBG sensors 1.2, 2.3 and 2.4.

Figure 11. Load versus normal strain curves for DIC inspection blocks (S0 and S1) on the steel surface at the top part of the joint.

Jaiswal et al. 9



The length and pitch of the inspection blocks
were approximately the same as the FBG sensors.
Since the close proximity and comparable gauge
length of DIC and FBG, their responses are
expected to show similar (but not identical) trends.
It is important to note that the FBGs measure
normal strain (in y-direction) and thus also normal
DIC strains will be reported. Only the DIC
inspection block at the front face (at the same side
and height as sensors 2.3 and 2.4) yielded reliable

results. The DIC data from the inspection block at
the back face showed a lot scatter, most probably
because of insufficient quality of the speckle pattern
near the edge of the specimen. Load versus normal
strain response for the DIC inspection blocks (S0 and
S1) and the three FBG sensors mounted at the same
height (1.2, 2.3 and 2.4) are shown on Figure 11. Also
shown are DIC images of normal strain in the top
part of the front steel flange at four different load
levels.

Figure 12. Load versus normal strain curves for DIC inspection block and FBG sensors (2.3, 2.4 and 1.2) on the steel surface at the
top part of the joint.

Figure 13. The cumulative AE events (a) and energy curves (b) measured during tensile testing of the full-scale joint.

10 Proc IMechE Part C: J Mechanical Engineering Science 0(0)



A very good match between DIC and FBG sensors

can be observed for a tensile load up to around 70 kN.

Beyond this level, i.e. when the load-displacement

curve on Figure 12 becomes highly non-linear, the

DIC and FBG data start to deviate significantly.

The DIC strains keep on increasing, whilst the FBG

strains remain more or less constant.

Analysis of AE signals

The AE signals that originated during the tensile test

of the full-scale joint were captured by the 5 AE sen-

sors placed on the surface of the joint as depicted in

Figure 5. Investigation of the AE behaviour of the

joint can reveal valuable information regarding the

damage initiation and its evolution at different

levels of the applied load. To this aim, the cumulative

number of acoustic events and the cumulative energy

released by the AE events are summarized in

Figure 13.
As can be seen from the cumulative AE energy, the

AE activities started from the beginning of the test

and they quickly increased until the load reached

approximately 50 kN. Afterwards, the increasing

rate of the AE activities considerably decreased till

just some moments before the final fracture at

which AE activities significantly increased again.

The figure also shows several images of the joint at

different moments (A-F) during loading. The relation

between the evolution in cumulative AE energy and

the visual observations of damage will be discussed

below.
The cumulative AE energy curves of the individual

sensors are detailed in Figure 14. Both sensors 4 and 5

which were far from the damage zone did not show

any jump around 50 kN load, while the three sensors

placed on the lower part of the joint revealed a sig-

nificant jump around this load level. This observation

could indicate that the damage which occurred at

50 kN load, was mainly concentrated at the lower

part of the joint with almost no indication of

damage at the middle section of the joint. In addition,

as long as the load is less than 50 kN, the energy of the

rest of the sensors (1, 2 and 3) increased at the same

rate, while the jump in energy captured by the sensors

1 and 3 at this load level is 4 times that of sensor 2.

This indicates that, at the load levels less than 50 kN,

the damage occurred in the adhesive-rich region at the

bottom of the joint (which is equi-distant from the

three sensors). When the load reached approximately

50 kN, the damage occurred near the two sides of the

joint which were closer to the sensors 1 and 3. This

is in agreement with the DIC results depicted in

Figure 14. The cumulative AE energy curve for the individual
sensors.

Figure 15. Frequency plots of the signals recorded by the AE sensors.
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Figure 7. Additionally, six images of the adhesive
joint were selected at different loading levels to ana-

lyse the change in AE activities presented in Figure 13

(b). As a general trend it was observed that the emis-

sion of energy increases with increasing load in terms
of a growing gap between the sandwich panel and

foam/steel at the bottom of the joint.
Image A is the initial image just at the beginning of

the test corresponding to a load of approximately
2 kN. Image B shows the separation of the sandwich

panel from the foam and of the foam from the steel at

an increased load of 50 kN. Then a minor crack ini-

tiated at the interface of steel and adhesive at the right
top corner of the joint (see image C), while the gap

between steel to foam/sandwich panel further grew

slowly as can be seen in images C, D and E. The

final jump in the cumulative energy curves of the sen-
sors corresponds to the final fracture of the joint. The

tearing of adhesive and debonding at the interface of

adhesive-composite at both sides of the specimen can

be seen in image F. The frequency distributions of the
AE signals recorded by the 5 AE sensors are depicted

in Figure 15.
Clearly, the frequency range of the signals

recorded by each AE sensor is unique and different

from the other ones. This can be attributed to the

geometrical position of the sensors and also the con-

stituent material it was placed on. In addition, the
different frequency ranges of the AE signals recorded

by the sensors may illustrate the occurrence of differ-

ent damage mechanisms in the joint, as highlighted in

Figure 16.

Conclusion

The objective of the presented work was deformation
and damage characterization of a full-scale adhesively

bonded joint. The specimen consisted of a sandwich

core bonded to a steel bracket using an MMA-based

adhesive. Three advanced instrumentation techniques
were applied, i.e. DIC, FBG sensors and AE sensors.
The specimen was subjected to quasi-static tensile
loading while DIC and FBG were used to measure
the strain at the bond line in a cross-section (DIC)
and on outer surfaces of steel and composite (FBG).
AE was used for in-situ monitoring of the evolution
of damage in the joints. Based on the analysis and
comparison of all results, the following conclusions
can be drawn.

The local evolution of shear strain in the adhesive
bond line was successfully measured using DIC. DIC
measurements of shear and normal strain showed that
the bond line of the joint was predominantly loaded
in a shear mode. The magnitude of shear strain in the
adhesive showed an identical pattern and similar evo-
lution for the left and right side bond lines of the
tested joint. Due to the asymmetric nature of the fail-
ure, the ultimate values of shear strains in the bond
line at the right side are significantly lower than these
in the bond line at the left side of the joint.

The DIC images also clearly revealed the locations
where damage due to tearing of the adhesive or
debonding of adhesive and one of the adherends
occurred. The load versus normal strain response
was successfully recorded at the front and back
faces of the specimen by using surface mounted
FBG sensors. The strain evolution measured by the
sensors mounted at the top of these steel surfaces was
in very good accordance with the load-displacement
curve measured during the test. Additionally, a good
agreement was observed with DIC strain measure-
ment at a similar height on the side surface of the
front steel plate.

The evolution of the cumulative energy measured
with the AE sensors shows clear indications of
damage occurrences that can be linked to visual
observations of different types of damage. The
sensor location has a clear impact on its sensitivity
to damage. It is hypothesized that the frequency con-
tent of the AE signal can be linked to the type of
damage observed post-mortem (cohesive, adhesive
and skin failure were observed at the interface of
steel and composite).
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